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wing is the opengl-based drawing program from google. it’s used in an increasing number of applications at google including brain, inbox,+hangouts+, and more. it supports nearly all drawing instruments available with opengl, plus some additional drawing instruments. operating system: windows
another powerful text editor based on the popular vim distribution of editing software, nano is a low-footprint text editor, designed to let you focus on writing code instead of editing a complex configuration file. key features include a simple text interface, common features from other editors, syntax

highlighting for most languages, and other commonly used tools. operating system: windows, os x, linux one of the oldest text editors on the block, vi is the most common unix text editor. created by bill joy, vi is widely used on unix and unix-like systems for its ease of use, speed, and lack of learning
curve. vi does not use mouse support, almost the opposite of most editors. python is a general-purpose high-level programming language designed for nearly all programming tasks. according to its creators, it should be simple to use for programmers, but also produce clean, reliable, and easily-

understandable code. when you’re dealing with huge data sets, mapreduce is a useful tool. the mapreduce framework is the main building block for many modern big data applications. it provides a high-level interface that makes it easy to work with data at scale. the python programming language is
extremely powerful, supporting a wide variety of tools for visualization and programming. python is also relatively small, easily extensible, and readable. and while it’s suitable for almost all applications, it’s been used for building many tools with niche applications, like the first system for playing old-

school text adventures.
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when you need to speed up your workflow and keep more important tools at hand, having a terminal emulator installed on your linux system is a great tool. gnu screen makes the command line more productive by letting you detach one portion of the terminal while keeping the rest running, and then
reattach that session later. you can also create multiple screen sessions for different projects, and detach a session without saving it. gittorrent is a file-sharing application for windows, mac, and linux systems. it provides a convenient online collaborative environment. it is available in 32-bit and 64-bit
editions. operating system: windows, mac. chronos desktop / server, available for download at the miro website, can store multiple types of data, including documents, videos, photos, music, contacts, and applications. it can be used to run services on windows and linux and is developed by a german

company. operating system: windows, linux. the gsak application is a native java-based distributed file system, supporting large-scale clusters of computers and large files. its designed for the social sciences and humanities, and is used by numerous large-scale projects. it is developed by seas at
imperial college. operating system: windows, linux, os x, android. gnutella is a peer-to-peer file sharing protocol built around the gnutella network. it was developed by jarno wiik, who, among other things, created the gnutella project. it is designed to be suitable for devices with limited resources,

especially mobile devices, and has been under active development since 2001. it supports file sharing and web-based searching for files. operating system: windows, linux, os x, android. 5ec8ef588b
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